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the most exciting feature of multiscatter is a quick generation of an array of objects right before rendering. those very 500 000 objects are created in only 2 seconds before rendering. another outstanding multiscatter
ability is uploading and downloading from vrayproxy memory if needed (as and when necessary). this allows the application of polygon models without missing productivity and capacity of ram. walpzoffoopyiptyday
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For an UltraLight model a RAM usage of only a couple of Megabytes allows the model to be rendered as quickly as any other UltraLight model. And here is another advantage: RAM usage is kept to a minimum while you
create your scene and use the features of MultiScatter. No model is created in RAM for a scene that is never rendered. The UltraHeavy model uses at least as much RAM as the UltraLight model did. This is a saving for
the client. The most exciting feature of MultiScatter is a quick generation of an array of objects right before rendering. Those very 500 000 objects are created in only 2 seconds before rendering. Another outstanding

MultiScatter ability is uploading and downloading from VRayProxy memory if needed (as and when necessary). This allows the application of polygon models without missing productivity and capacity of RAM.
MultiScatter allows rendering engines to generate huge amount of objects in array The support for 64-bit systems allows MultiScatter to create and submit for render, for example, forest or even a city in a blink of an

eye. Quick render time generation of objects with optimized RAM management makes process of scene creation very efficient. The most exciting feature of MultiScatter is a quick generation of an array of objects right
before rendering. Those very 500 000 objects are created in only 2 seconds before rendering. Another outstanding MultiScatter ability is uploading and downloading from VRayProxy memory if needed (as and when

necessary). This allows the application of polygon models without missing productivity and capacity of RAM 5ec8ef588b
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